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ON THE CALKINALGEBRAANDTHE COVERING
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JOHN B. CONWAY(l)
ABSTRACT. Let H be a separable

Hilbert space,

S(K) the bounded

operators on H, K the ideal of compact operators,
and n the natural map
from IB(H) onto the Calkin algebra
3$(K)/K. Suppose X is a compact metric
space and ♦: C(X)x [O, l] -*¡B(H)/K is a continuous
function such that
♦(•, t) is a »-isomorphism
for each t and such that there is a *-isomorphism

i/k C(X) -*S(H) with 77i/r(-)= *(', 0). It is shown in this paper that if X is a
simple
metric
77* = ♦
spaces

Jordan curve, a simple closed Jordan
space then there is a continuous
map
and ♦(•, 0)= t//('). Furthermore if X
that both have this property, then X

If H is a separable

Hilbert space,

K, and it is the natural

SuO/K
morphism

the following

such that

A is the set of compact operators

map from iB(H) onto the Calkin algebra

a compact metric space
whenever

curve, or a totally disconnected
♦: C(X)x [0, l] -SB(H) such that
is the disjoint union of two
itself has this property.

on

ÍB(K)/K then

X is said to have the C -covering homotopy property
holds:

for any continuous

$(•, t) is a *-isomorphism

map $: C(X) x [O, l] —'

for each

t and there is a *-iso-

xp: C(X) —>%Q\) with nxp(A = $(•, 0) then there is a continuous

map W: C(X) x [O, l] —• $(H) such that 'PG, t) is a *-isomorphism

for each

t, 7rW= <D,and xp(.) = m(., 0). In this paper it is shown that X has the C covering

connected

homotopy property

space,

when

or the disjoint

X is an interval,

a circle,

union or two spaces

a totally

dis-

which have the pro-

perty.
Here

C(X) is the C -algebra

on X, and an isomorphism
to the identity

complex

to take the identity

valued

functions

of the domain on-

of the range.

The motivation

Brown, Douglas

of all continuous

is understood

to study this problem

and Fillmore

stems from the recent

papers

of

[3l, [4]. Indeed, if it can be shown that every

compact metric space has the C -covering homotopy property,

then this will
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give a direct proof that their group

shed more light on its nature

Ext (X) is a homotopy

invariant

and will

[6J. Moreover the fact that a two point set and

the circle have the C -covering homotopy property has been used to explore
the relationship

between

Ext (X) and algebraic

Before going further it seems

terminology.

spaces,

The standard

to say a few words concerning

is to discuss

maps, not compact

homotopy property.

say that

rr has the C -covering

satisfied

not only for the algebras

one could define

appropriate

practice

which have the covering

K-theory [2].

It would be better to

homotopy property if the above definition
C(X), but for arbitrary

n to have this property relative

C -algebras.

to an algebra

is proved here that this is the case when X is an interval,
tally disconnected

space.

Nevertheless,

be adopted here in order to achieve

this rational

a certain

•le

It is easy to see that the C -covering
phic invariant.

So the results

curves have the C -covering
tally disconnected
further spaces

spaces,

is
Then

C(X), and it

a circle,

nomenclature

or a towill not

economy in terminology.

homotopy property

is a homeomor-

presented here imply that simple and closed simple

homotopy property.
and finite disjoint

known to have this property.

a fiqure eight, a circle

metric

Beyond these
unions of these,

examples,

to-

there are no

Indeed, it is not known whether

with a spoke, or the set t-1, O] U {2~n: n > 1} has

the C -covering homotopy property.
The proof of the first lemma is straightforward.
1. Lemma.

A compact

ing homotopy property
with

normal operators

X of the complex

if and only if for any curve

in iB(JO/K with oia{t))=
AQ in $(H)

subset

plane has the CT-cover-

\a{t)\

of normal elements

X for all t and such that there is a normal operator

oiAQ)= X and rr{AQ)= a(0), then there is a curve

in iB(H) such that

o(A{t))

= X for all t, A(0)=

{A{t)\ of

AQ, and

n{A{t)) = a{t).
2. Theorem.

// X is an interval

then X has the C -covering

homotopy

property.

Proof. Suppose

X = [0, l] and let r be the retraction

of R onto [0, l].

According to a theorem of Bartle and Graves [71, if !X and 3 are Banach
spaces

and T: %—»j is a continuous

y0 for some point

that

*.

linear map of A onto ii and T(x ) =

in %, then there is a continuous

T{cß{y)) = y for all y in ^ and cp{y.)=x

ach spaces

consisting

of the selfadjoint

T = rr, then the hypotheses
\a{t)\ is a path of selfadjoint

elements

, If % and Î4 are the real Ban-

elements

of the Bartle-Graves

map cp: a —» !X such

in S(K) and Jo(K)/J\ and

theorem are satisified.

So if

in iB(K)/K with oia{t)) = [O, l] for
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each

t and if AQ is a selfadjoint

operator

77\A0)= a(0), then the Bartle-Graves

uous path

|A(r)! of selfadjoint

in %(K) with oiAQ)= [O, 1] and

theorem implies

operators

such that

that there is a contin-

tt(AU)) = a(t) and A(0) =

A0. If B(t)= r(A(t)) then B(t) is selfadjoint, B(0) = AQ, and o<B(r)) =
r[a(A(t))]= tO, l]. (This last equality holds because [O, l]= o(a(t)) C o(A(r)).)

Foi t fixed put A = A(t), B = B(t). By Weyl's theorem [8, p. 367],
c(A)\[0,

spectral

l] consists

of isolated

eigenvalues

of finite multiplicity.

So the

theorem gives that
"O

00

A = H+ *-'
Y \ n En +YpF
*■* rn
n=l

n

n=l

where {H,, Fj, E2, F2, • • • j are mutually orthogonal
rank, jAnl is a sequence

decreasing

projections

to 1, \p \ is a sequence

of finite

increasing

to

0, and H is a selfadjoint operator with o(H) = [O, l] and ker H = (E + F)(K)
where E=lE n , F = S F n . Since B = r(A) = H + E,
OO

B-A=

00

T (l-A)E

-Y

n=l

and each of these
Finally,

sums is a compact operator;

||A(.)||

val [a, b] such that

is a continuous

nomials

function

therefore

on [a, b], {r(ß(z))i

n(A) = ir(B).

on [O, l] so there is an inter-

o(A(t)) C [a, b] fot each

uous path for any polynomial

p F

n=l

t. Since

\p(A(t))\

is a contin-

p and r can be uniformly approximated
is a continuous

by poly-

path and the proof is complete

by

virtue of Lemma 1.
3. Theorem.

A circle

Proof. Suppose

has the C -covering

X is the unit circle

homotopy property.

and that \u(t)} is a path of unitary

elements

in xQi)/K

operator

UQ in $(H) with n(UQ) = u(0). By the Bartle-Graves

such that o(u(t)) = X fot all t and there is a unitary
theorem there

is a path \A(t)\ in 5B(K)suchthat

n(A(t)) = u(t) and A(0) = (/n. (Notice

that it is not necessarily

A(t) is normal.)

the polar decomposition

true that

of A(r) and choose

Let A(t) = W(t)ß(t) be

5 > 0 such that

||A(s)-

A(r)|| <

1 whenever \s - t\ < 8. If 0 < / < 8 then \\UQ- A(t)\\ < 1 and so A(t) is invertible;

hence

thermore, \B(t)~

B(t) - [A(t) A(t)]¿

j is continuous

is invertible

and W(t) is a unitary.

so {W(r)i is continuous

Fur-

on [O, 8], Since

n{B(t))2 = n(A(t)*)n(A(t)) = u(t)*u(t) = 1, n(W(t)) = u(t) for 0 < t < 8. Let
U(t) = W(t) for 0 < t < 8. Then 1/(0) = W(0)= A(0) = UQ. Also, 77((7(S))
=.
rr(A(8)) implies that U(8) - A(5)= K is compact.
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For 5 < / < 28,

\\[A{t)+ K]-U{8)\\ <1
so that A{t) + K is invertible.
ií/(í)i

continuously

Applying the same technique

to [O, 25], An induction

as above extends

argument and Lemma 1 complete

the proof.
It is known that the spectral

on jo(H) and it is continuous
norm). This is essentially
ular phrasing

is needed

radius

is an upper semicontinuous

on the normal elements

the content
for certain

(because

it equals the

of the next lemma although

estimates

function
the partic-

which are to be made below.

(See [5, Problem 86].)
4. Lemma. // A and B £ $(H) and A is normal then

oiB)C\\:
Proof.

The proof uses

ach algebra

with identity,

distU, o-(A))< || A-B||¡.

the fact that if x and y are elements
x is invertible

and ||x - y|| < ||x"

||

of a Banthen y is

also invertible. If ||A - B|| < dist(A, o{A)) =»inf i|z - A|: z e o{A)\ then
||A - BU"1 > sup{|z - XI"1: z £ oiA)} = ||(A- A)'1]] since A is normal. Using the above fact with x = (A - A) and y « (A - B), it follows that A 4 oiB).
This proves

the lemma.

If in the next lemma the part of the hypothesis
involves

the path

\Q{t)} is deleted

space has the C -covering
it possible

spaces

5. Lemma.

of projections
jection

homotopy property.

to prove that anyfinite

have the C -covering

which

that a two point

The role of {Q(/)j is to make

set and, eventually,

all totally disconnected

homotopy property.

Let \Q{t)} be a path of projections

in 5$(H)/K such that

in $(H) with

and the conclusion

then this lemma states

in iB(K) and \p{t)\ a path

?7(CJ(r))> p{t) for all t. If P.

is a pro-

P0 < 2(0) and n{PQ)= p{0) then there is a path of pro-

jections \P{t)\ in iB(K) with:
(a) P(0) = P0,
(b) n{P{t)) = pit),

(c) P{t) < Q{t) for all t.
Proof.
of selfadjoint

ß(/)=

Again applying
operators

the Bartle-Graves

in $(H)

Q{t)A{t)Q{t) then {ß(r)i

such that

theorem,

there is a path

Í A{t)\

A(0) = PQ and n{A{t)) = p{t). If

is a path of selfadjoint

operators,

?r(B(r)) =

p{t), B{0)= P0, and Q{t)B{t) = B{t)Q{t) = B{t) for all t. Choose a 5> 0 such
that

||ß(s) - B(t)|| < M whenever

\s - t\ < 5. It follows from the preceding

lemma that
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for 0 < t < S since

function

of (1/2,

B(0) = PQ is a projection.

3/2), is continuous

Hence

y, the characteristic

on the spectrum

of B(t) fot 0 < t < 8.

Put P(t) = x(B(f)) for 0 < t < 8. It follows that P(t) is a projection and
P(0)= PQ. If 0 < tQ < 8 then the fact that \ can be uniformly approximated
by polynomials

on o(B(t0)) implies

/ is a polynomial
Since

that vanishes

y can be approximated

This same argument,

that

\P(t)\

is continuous

at rQ. Also, if

at zero then Q(t)f(B(t)) = f(B(t))Q(t)
by such polynomials,

combined

= f(B(t)).

P(t) < Q(t) for 0 < t < 8.

with the fact that

\(p(t))

= p(t) gives

that

n(P(t))=p(t).

In particular,

since n(P(8)) = n(B(S)) it follows that K = B(8) - P(8) e

K. Also for 8<t < 28,

\\[B(t)-K]-P(8)\\<y,
so that

»(«.)-»c(-y)o(>, I).
Therefore

Pit) = y(B(t) ~ K) fot S <t < 28 defines

[8, 28] which agrees

above,

it is easy to see that

tion argument

completes

6. Theorem.
homotopy

JF(i)!

a continuous

path on

of P(8) when t = 8. As

has the required

properties.

An induc-

the proof.

// X is totally

Suppose

(for notational

Then there are subsets

taneously

definition

disconnected

then

X has the C -covering

property.

Proof.
one.

with the previous

open and closed

(a) (J£,

convenience)

that the diameter

of X is

\Snk: 1 < k < 2", n > l\ of X which are simuland such that for « = 1, 2, • • • :

Snk = X;

(b) Snk = Snn,2k-l

^Snknsm=

U ^«+1,2*''

D «/¿*;

(d) diameter (Snk) < (2/3)".
If X„k = the characteristic function of Snk then X„k € ^(X).
Let $: C(X) x [0, l] —*%Q()/K be a continuous
is a *-isomorphism
such that

for each

7Txp(A= $(•, 0). Using

be shown that there are paths

^X„k)'

n(Pnk^

= ^Xnk'

map such that $(•, t)

t, and let xp: C(X) —*ÍB(K) be a *-isomorphism
Lemma 5 and mathematical

of projections

{^„¿(z)!

induction

it can

in iB(H) with P k(0) =

^ and such that for w = 1» 2» ' ' ' and all ::
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(c') P,,Ä0)PB/.0)-0 for /¿A.
If i- is the linear span of the functions
ties (a)-(c)

and (a')-(c')

\x„k:

1 <k < 2", n> l\ then proper-

imply that

('2n

fc=l

\

2"

/

/e=l

is a well-defined

map of i. into ÍB(H) for each /. Also (a)—(c) imply that ¿C

is a *-subalgebra

of C(X) which contains

(c), and (d) imply that a. separates
dense in C(X). Moreover,

extends

and properties

the points of X. Consequently,

¥(•, /) is a *-isomorphic

to a *-isomorphism

£ x t0, l] its extension

the constants;

isometry

of C(X) into 3)(H). Since

X. is

on ic so that it

*P is continuous

to C{X) x [0, l] is continuous.

(a),

Because

on

n^{f, t) =

$(/, t) for / in £, the same equality holds for / in C(X). Finally, ^i\nk,
= Pnfe^=

^Xnk)

anc* t*"s implies

that ¥(•, 0) = 0(0.

This completes

0)

the

proof.
The proof of the next lemma is modeled on the proof of a theorem in [8]
(see p. 268). Also,

[l] contains

7. Lemma. // |P(r)|
partial

isometries

related

results.

is a path of projections

in ¡B(K) then there are paths of

\U{t)\ and {V{t)\ such that

U{t)*lAt)= P(0),

V{t)*V{t)= /- P(0),

U{t)U{t)*= Pit),
U(0)=P(0),

V(rMr)* = /- Pit),
V(0)=/-P(0).

Proof. Choose a 8 > 0 such that

||P(s)-

P(t)|| < 1 whenever

\s - 11 <

8. If 0 < t < 8 then ||P(i)[P(0)- P{t)]P{t)\\< 1 and so
A(/)=/+P(i)[P(0)-P(r)]P(i)
is positive

and invertible.

In similar

fashion

Bit)= /+ Pü^tKo)1- Piiftpiifis positive

and invertible.

for 0<r<S.
are continuous
partial

Hence {A(i)~^j and i.ß(/)-/*| are continuous paths

Therefore U{t)= P(/)A(/)-'^P(0) and Vit) = P(r)"Lß(/)-HP(0)"L
on [0, 5], By the arguments used in fel U{t) and V(i) are

isometries

with the desired

initial

and final spaces.

and V(0) = P(0)X.
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Similarly there are paths

\Ú(t)\ and {V(*)l of partial isometries

with

gW- P(8), V(8)= P(8)±, U(t)*U(t)= P(S), U(t)U(t)*« P(t), V(i)*VU)=P(3)\
V(r)v(/)*= P(i)X for 8<t < 25. If U(t) = U(8)U(t) and V(f)= V(S)V(/)for
5 < f < 25 then this results

desired properties.
8. Theorem.

in continuous

paths on [0, 25] which have the

The proof is completed by induction.
// Xj and X, have the C -covering

then so does their disjoint

homotopy property

union.

Proof. If X is the disjoint union of Xj and X2, let í>: C(X) x [0, l]
—■*
jBuO/jv be a continuous

map such that <£(•, t) is a *-isomorphism

t and such that there is a "«-isomorphism

If Xi and X2 aie the characteristic
then according

tp: C(X) —»35(H) with mp(') = <!>(.,0).

functions

to Lemma 5 there is a path

for each

of Xj and X2, respectively,

{Pj(r)} of projections

such that

if P2(<)= Pjfc)1, n(P.(t))= <%., t), P.(0)=xp(Xi) fot i = 1, 2. For t « 1, 2
put P. = Pf(0), K¿ = P¿(K), K¿ = the compact operators on H¿. Then $(H,)

and SBOK.-VX,.
can be identifiedwith PßQDP. and tKP^ÍKVKjtKP,.)
= Ö,.,
respectively.

etries

The preceding

\U.(t)\,

lemma implies that there are paths of partial isom-

i= 1 and 2, such that l/¿(0)= P., U¿t)*U .(t) = P., U^U^t)*

= Pt.(r). Define 4>¿:C(X.)x [O,l] -♦ fl. and xpr.C(X.)-» P.W)P. by

*.(/, t) = (U.(t)f(t>(f,MU.(t)),
^.(/)=P.^(/)P.=

0(/)

for each / in C(X¿). (C(XA is identified with the obvious ideal of C(X).)
By hypothesis

there is a continuous

such that W^., 0)= l^Oi

map ^¿: C(X¿) x [O, l] —»Pj.SöOP,-

zr^. = í»^ and ?f(«J r) is a *-isomorphism

for each

t (with ¥.(1, r) = P¿). Define W:C(X)x [O,l] — SB(K)by

¥(/, i)- Vl(mxUxv dUx(d*+ l/2(d¥2(/x2. öü2(<)*
for 0 < r < 1 and / in C(X). It is left to the reader to show that it1? = $,
*?(•, 0) = W(«), and WC»,/) is a *-isomorphism

for each t.
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